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OMRON has been earnestly addressing the issue of power theft, which is one of most crucial concerns affecting the performance 

of not only the power utilities but also the overall demand and supply management of electricity in the country. We all know how 

important is the role of power sector in the overall economic growth and development of a country. India ranks 5th in the world in 

terms of installed capacity, however more than 300 million people still do not have access to electricity. The utility electricity sector in 

India has one National Grid with an installed capacity of 329.23 GW as on June 30, 2017. 

Talking about the glimpses of power theft scenario across the globe, India leads the pack with an annual loss of $16.2 billion 

followed by Brazil, $10.5 billion and Russia $5.1 billion; the  cumulative loss stands at $89.3 billion worldwide. 

Aggregate Technical & Commercial (AT&C) losses are one of the key causes of this parity running as high as 1.5 per cent of the 

country’s GDP. Over the last few years, power theft, continues to be one of the major constituents of this figure, presenting an intricate 

challenge to the utilities who strive to find a long term solution to curb the menace. 

We have made and are making rapid strides in this ever dynamic digital world and so are the electricity thieves. They are using uses 

advanced instruments such as Electro Static Discharge (ESD), Jammer devices which disturb the accurate energy measurement and 

recording of static electronic energy meters without leaving any physical evidence on the meters. 

Hence, I feel it’s time that the industry and government stakeholders move swiftly to actualize the implementation of long term 

solutions to curb this. I am quite hopeful that with the launch of initiatives like UDAY, 100 per cent rural electrification, Smart Grid 

Mission, the efforts shall gain pace and will reveal fruitful results in over the coming few years.

New paradigms iN the power t&d sector
There are three key trends regarding the power transmission & distribution industry that I would like to highlight here:

Evolution of alternate energy: The next few years will see advent of more policies and technologies which will boost the production 

of alternate energy and will make it more affordable. Along with policies and technologies, government subsidies are also expected to 

expand thus complimenting the cause and the trend further. 

Smart Meter implementation: The initiative of deployment of smart meters will attain a better shape along with the betterment of 

power infrastructure. It will surpass the kind of hurdles it is facing today and so we can expect a tremendous improvement in the power 

management sector few years down the line.

No longer just a consumer: Today’s consumers are more into using the electricity. With the promotion of alternate sources of 

energy such as solar energy, they are producing electricity for themselves too but in the coming years with the expansion in smart 

meter deployment and strengthening of smart grid infrastructure, they shall also be able to sell it. That will be a paradigm shift from 

‘just a consumer’ to ‘also a producer’. This direction and path will gain more prominence and clarity. We are taking baby steps towards 

this paradigm shift which I feel will become a very important facet of the energy sector in the coming few years

Power theft needs to be curbed 
on priority basis
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